Abstract-In this paper, the matrix pencil (MP) method has been utilized for estimating the complex natural resonances from IFFT of calculated frequency responses. The novelty is that frequency sampling interval is investigated. The responses are usually computed by the accurate method of moments (MoM) in frequency domain, which is time-consuming. So, the frequency sampling interval's effect on results should be analyzed, and a scheme for adaptive choice of frequency sampling interval is proposed in this paper. The scheme is validated by a special example, a perfect conducting sphere. Lastly, poles of a complex radar target, a missile model, are calculated by the proposed method and compared with other available data.
It is known that extracting complex natural resonance frequencies (poles) of the target from its transient response is desired in target identification. The target poles contain the information of decay factors and the resonant frequencies that are only determined by target's structure and material. So, they should be estimated with high accuracy. Of many methods, the matrix pencil (MP) is an effective one for extracting complex natural resonance frequencies of scatterers from transient responses [1] [2] [3] .
A method in time domain, finite difference time domain (FDTD) or MoM in time domain (TD-MoM), can be used to calculate transient responses, from late time part of which poles are estimated. But that poles are not accurate as those extracted from impulse responses, which can be obtained by the deconvolution technology in time domain. Noteworthily, noise will be inflicted in deconvolution.
The method of moments (MoM) in frequency domain is widely used, accurate and chosen to calculate the frequency response in this paper. The impulse response can be obtained by using Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) technique from the frequency response.
As all known, frequency sampling interval is less and more accurate results are obtained. On the other way, MoM is time-consuming. The sampling interval must be investigated for results with enough accuracy in a short period of time. An algorithm of adaptive choice of frequency sampling interval is proposed in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the mathematical formulation of MP is briefly presented. In Section 3, a scheme for adaptive choice of frequency sampling interval is proposed and validated. Finally, in Section 4, the proposed scheme is validated through a perfect conducting sphere and an application is presented. Numerical results of a complex radar target, a missile model, are computed for poles and compared with available data. (2N f s ) . By the singularity expansion method (SEM), the time sequence can be rewritten as
and
where, s i and R i are poles and residues. N is the length of impulse response. 
The pencil parameter, L, is very useful in eliminating some effects of noise in the data. The parameters z i may be found as the generalized eigenvalues of the matrix pair
Equivalently, the problem of solving for z i can be cast as an ordinary eigenvalue problem,
where [I] is identify matrix, and
The residues, R i , are solved for from the following least-squares problem:
. . .
ADAPTIVE CHOICE OF FREQUENCY SAMPLING INTERVAL
It is time-consuming to calculate frequency responses by MoM, so fewer frequency sampling points are expected. On the other way, it needs more frequency sampling points to obtain more accurate results. A scheme of adaptive choice of frequency sampling interval is proposed in this part. Although a scatterer has many poles, only several of them (about five at most) can be numerically obtained and useful to characterize the target [4] . It is important to accurately estimate those dominant poles. So, an average relative error, err, is given in advance and defined as
where M is the number of dominant poles. s i are estimated poles from frequency response at an interval of f s , and s i are those at an interval of 0.5f s . If the value of (7) is less than the given reference error ε, s i are the expected results. Otherwise, the frequency interval is chosen as half of that last time, and poles are calculated again until the average relative error is less than ε.
The procedure of the algorithm is following:
(1) Give expected error ε, frequency step f s , the number of frequency samples N . 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
For the scheme validated, a conducting sphere, the radius of which is 0.06 m (a = 0.06), is specifically considered. The incident wave is plane wave of unit amplitude. A frequency range of 0 Hz (excluded) to 5.12GHz is chosen as the excitation frequencies. At the observation 1000 m far from the center of the sphere, the backscattering response data, which can be calculated by MoM or Mie here, are used to extract poles. In Table 1 , poles are valued as the form of sa/c. err1 are the average relative errors between numerical results and theoretical values. err2 are the average relative errors between numerical results and those of last time. If given ε = 0.01, from Table 1 we can see that f s = 40 MHz and only 128 frequency points are enough for accurate poles. The errors indicate the proposed scheme is correct. As an application, poles of a common complex radar target are calculated in this part. A kind of missile model is considered as shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) . the unit of labels is meter. The main part of the model is a circle cylinder. The front part is half a spheroids, and the tail is half a sphere. With the incident plane wave of unit amplitude z-polarized and x-traveling, the frequency responses at the observation 1000 m far from the center of the half sphere are calculated by a fast MoM method [6] in the range from 0 Hz (excluded) to 307.2 MHz. That obtained frequency responses are shown in Fig. 2 . The cut impulse with 100 points (N = 100) is used. Appling the MP method with L = 49, we only obtain two stable dominant poles shown in Table 2 . The poles are valued in the form as sL /c, where L = 1.3 m is the length of the model. The compared data are obtained using the approach as in [7] . The required relative error is also 0.01 (ε = 0.01). The meanings of err1 and err2 are the same as those in Table 1 .
The errors in Table 2 show that the poles we calculated are correct at least frequency sampling points, and 512 points is enough. 
CONCLUSION
In application of the MP method for estimating the complex natural resonances of scatterers from frequency response data, a algorithm of adaptive choice of frequency sampling interval is proposed in this paper, because the responses are usually calculated by time-consuming MoM in frequency domain. Numerical examples show our method's effect on the results with required precision from frequency points at least.
